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Young women face gender-specific challenges that limit their
political participation
By Democratic Audit

Young women aged 18-24 are likely less to take part in elections than their male counterparts. As part of our new
series on youth participation, Jacqui Briggs explores the reasons for this, showing how women face specific
barriers because of their gender and are under-represented throughout the system. She argues that politicians
need to address issues that affect women’s lives such as the gender pay gap and domestic violence to show
young women that politics is relevant to them.

Young women have mobilised to protest against sexual violence across the world. Credit: jonanamary, CC BY-NC 2.0

Young women aged between 18 and 24 constitute the sector of the electorate least likely to vote. Given this fact, it
is worthwhile focusing upon the political education of young women and girls per se to see if there are measures
that can be taken to get them to engage more with mainstream politics. Why should the focus be upon young
women in particular as opposed to young people as a generic grouping? Many young women appear as equally
disconnected with mainstream party politics and participation in elections as their young male counterparts, and
their attitudes and behaviours tie-in with the findings of the burgeoning literature on young people and politics. But
while they are clearly interested in many political issues, young women often face gender-specific challenges that
limit their political participation and democratic representation.
It has been widely acknowledged that the under-representation of women in formal politics highlights the
continued gender stratification of political power. As the Sex and Power report recently noted, it is ‘now almost 40
years since the Sex Discrimination Act was passed, and over 80 since women got the right to vote equally with
men, yet women, still, are all too often missing from politically powerful positions in the UK’. In 2014, only 22.5 per
cent of representatives in the UK Parliament, 32 per cent of local councillors, and 33.3 per cent of UK MEPs were
female.

Women’s voices and physical presence are still peripheral in British politics in the 21st century. This is somewhat
surprising considering that women (comprising 52 per cent of the electorate) have the potential to have a
significant impact upon the outcome of the electoral process. Women’s votes, or in this case young women’s
votes, should not be taken for granted or overlooked. But although young women may be no less politically
engaged and informed than men, they do appear to be less active. There is a worryingly low turnout of young
women in the 18-24 year old age bracket when compared to their male counterparts (see Table 1). Although the
figures for both men and women were up slightly on the 2005 general election, young women in this age category
were the least likely to cast their vote at the last general election.
Table 1: Young Men and Women and Turnout

Sarah Childs notes there are differences between younger and older women in terms of political affiliation and
priorities. Young women tend to vote more for parties on the centre-left of the ideological spectrum than their older
counterparts and are motivated by issues such as education and family policy (see Table 2).
Table 2: Young People and the 2010 General Election: How they voted

In terms of their political choices, young women do not however appear to differ too much from their male
counterparts in how they voted at the 2010 General Election. While the majority of young men supported the
Labour Party, the majority of young women voted for the Liberal Democrats.
The relative absence of young women from discussions about youth citizenship is somewhat surprising, as
women’s life experiences have undergone significant change over recent years. They are, for example, more
likely to remain in education or to enter paid employment. Indeed, there are more female full-time undergraduates
than males at UK universities, with 55 per cent of current cohorts female compared to 45 per cent male. However,
disaggregation of the data in relation to youth unemployment reveals that young women are more likely to be
unemployed than young men. Such factors are generational and may well contribute to a future politicisation of
young women who could be a powerful political voice. This noted, in circumstances where they do not enter either
the world of work or academia, so-called ‘lifestyle’ choices such as young motherhood should also mean that
women want and need to concern themselves with political issues and questions.

Policy proposal

The All-Party Parliamentary Group for Women in Parliament should establish an inquiry on Young
Women in Politics in order to explore the reasons for and rectify the relative absence of young
female representatives in local and national politics.

Politicians and policy makers may well make calculated choices to ignore or at least sideline the views and wishes
of young women, especially if they are the sector of society least likely to cast their vote. It should though be of
some considerable concern to those interested in the health of our democracy that more young women are not
currently seeking to participate in politics. However there is a need for young women to have their levels of
political awareness raised to encourage greater political participation, particularly given the continued existence of
such issues as sexual discrimination and sexism within society, of the gender pay gap (currently men still earn, on
average, 15 per cent more than women) and domestic violence that predominantly involves males using force
against women. By addressing such issues, politicians can ensure that young women come to fully appreciate the
relevance of politics to their everyday lives and are galvanised into participating through voting and other such
activities.
Positive measures to actively encourage young women to
see the relevance of politics to their own lives would
undoubtedly prove beneficial. By building youth citizenship
capacity amongst young people, it would become
increasingly difficult for politicians to ignore their voices and
concerns. Citizenship classes in schools, a relatively recent
introduction into mainstream education across the UK in
the past decade or so, might be one way of getting this
important message across. By empowering young women
through the development of gender-related citizenship
knowledge and skills, low levels of female political
representation could be redressed. Greater focus upon the
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lived experiences of young women in citizenship classes
could also address the gender divide in terms of political
participation between young males and young females. Young women, encouraged to make their voices aired
and heard in schools and local communities, could finally challenge long-established notions that the world of
politics, to use the old adage, is a ‘man’s world’.
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